M Bhubaneswari- DELL

Q: Are you satisfied with the company you are placed in or you
expected a better company?
A: Of course I am. I had never made up my mind for any specific company
because I wanted to maintain the flexibility for any fine company. And
cracking the very first super dream company was all I could have asked for.
Q: Were there any challenges that you faced in the beginning of the
placement season?
A: Well DELL was the first company visiting the campus for recruitment , So
luckily I didn’t have to experience any kind of placement related
challenges.
Q: Were you rejected by any other company? If yes, what could be the
possible reasons?
A: Got it in the first go, so no I wasn’t. But I still remember the MS
internship last year. I couldn’t even clear the first round .My lack of
preparation must have been the reason.

Q: How many levels were there in the selections procedure of this
company?
A: There were a total of three rounds.
 First was the regular written round which majorly included questions
on Aptitude, Operating System, C, DBMS, Computer Networks,
C++/Java.

 Second round was the technical interview round. I was asked
questions on aptitude, Presence of mind, C, C++, Data structures,
Dbms and some logical questions.
They were particularly interested in my DBMS project that I have done
in the 4th semester.
 Third was the HR interview .I was asked about my family, interest etc.

Q: What preparations did you make to get through the written
rounds?
A: For the written round I had started practicing quantitative aptitude and
verbal reasoning from May. To check on the time constraint I would also
solve tests online. And regarding the technical questions a clear concept on
the subjects was enough to solve them.
Q: What preparations did you make to get through the GD rounds?
A: Actually ,The truth is I didn’t prepare myself for the interview rounds at
all but was confident about the thought behind was I wanted to stay as
genuine as possible. And that turned out to be a very strong point. About
the technical questions, a clear knowledge of subjects helped. If I didn’t
know the answer I clearly said it to them, and they would continue with
another question. And regarding the non-technical questions, I answered
what got to my mind then.
Q: Any tips or suggestions for the juniors?
A: Be confident and genuine. This is what will make all the difference.
Q: Can you briefly explain your overall experience of the placement
season?
A: With a light heart I am yet to see my friends getting placed, as the
placement season has just begun.

